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Abstract

A

Overattribution

1

If overattribution==the tendency for observers to think actors' eta-
,

tudes match their behaviors even when behaviorsare not freely performed--

results from the fundamental attribution error, then obserlfiers must believe

the coerced behavior is attributionally informative. This assumption was

tested by (1) investigating the extent to which attitude attributions made

after observing the behavior differed from prior estimates of attitude and

(2) assessing the diagnosticity of the behavior setting through examination

of the Sayesian likelihood ratio. After measuring estimates of the distri-
.

bution of favorable and unfavorable attitudes toward seatbeIts, observers

read either a pro= or anti-Seatbelt essay that had supposedly been written

under high or low choice conditions. Results supported the fundamental

attribution error interpretation of overattribution since observers, rather

than relying on prior estimates of attitudes and discounting coerced behav-

ior, continued to assume that attitudes matched behavior even under low

choice conditions.
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A Bayesian Analysis of the OVerattribution of Attitudes

In a series of studies Jones and his colleagues ( .g., ;Jones, 1979;

Jones & Berglas, 1976; Jones & Harris, 1967; Jones, Worchelii Goethalsi &

Grumet, 1971; Snyder & Jones, 1974) have confirmed predictions baadd on

correspondent inference theory (Jones & Davis, 1965; Jones & McGillia,

1976) by finding observers tend to assume private attitudes match publicly

expressed attitudes when environmental factors which could constrain be-

havior are minimal. However, this same research has also uncovered a per-

vasive tendency for observers to make attitude inferences even when en-

vironmental factors--and not internal attitudinal factors- -are the more

likely cause of expressed attitude. Jones (1979) has labelled this tendency

to make inferences about an actor's attitudes on the basis of behavior

performed in constraining situations overattributIon4-and-has-axplained-the---

effedt in terms of the "fundamental attribution error:" Individuals mis-

takenly overestimate. the information value of performed behaviors by maxi-

mizing the impol-cance of personal disrositions while minimizing the role

of environmental causes (Ross, 1977).

Although attitude attribution based on behaviors performed in constrain-

ing situations may appear to be produced by an attributional "error," Mien,

Dalto, and Blyth (1979) have recently suggested that in some instances

"overattribution" may result from relatively bias-free cognitive strategies.

Several information processing approaches to attributions suggest that in-

ferences concerning the attitudes of others are not only a function of the-

information contained in a single observation (e.g., one instance of writing
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an essay), but also the subjective estimates of attitude based on past

interactions. If, for example, the attributor observes an actor writing

a pro-marijuana essay under highly restrictive conditions, then the at-

tributor should logically discount the current behavior and fall back on

prior estimates of attitudes. If the attributor has never met this in-

dividual and therefore has no target-based expectancies (cf. Jones et a

1971), then category-based expectancies will be utilized to make an in-

ference (Jones & McGillis 1976). Thus; an attributor--in spite of the

constraint of the situation--would still be justified in assuming the in-

dividual's attitudes match his or her behaviors if a pro-marijuana atti-

tude is considered more probable based on estimates of the distribution of

attitudes on the topic (e.g., Ajzen, 1977). Indeed under conditions of

high constraint an information integration approach to attitude attribution

would predict that attribution of behavior-consistent attitude should in-

crease as the attributor's subjective probability estimate of the likeli-

hood of that attitude in the general population approaches unity (Trope,

1974; Trope. & Burnstein, 1975).

This process of information integration is apt15 described by Bayes'

Theorem (Ajzen, 1971; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1975), which can be expressed as

,

P(AIB) P(BIA) P(A) .

P (B)
(1)

Interpreting equation (1), P(A1B) is the probability of a certain attitude

given a certain behavior, P(BtA) is the probability of the behavior given

the actor haS a certain attitude; P(B) is the probability of the given be-

havior, and P(A) is the probability of the attitude. However, if it is

assumed that attitudes can be either positive or negative on any particular
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issue, then Bayes' Theorem is expressed as

P-(-A+iB) FA+)_ P(B(A+)_ (2)

P(A -IB) P(A-) P(BIA-)

or, when transformed to the logarithmic form recommended by Ajzen and

Fishbein,
P(A+IB) P(A+) '(B IM-)

log = log + log . (3)

P(A-IB) P(A) P(BIA=)

In equation (3), P(A+IB) and P(A-IB) are the subjective conditional proba-

bilities of a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the topic discussed

in the essay, P(A+) and P(A-) the prior subjective probabilities of a posi-

tive or negative attitude, and P(B1A+) and P(B%A +) are the subjective con-

ditional probabilities of the behavior (writing an essay) given an individual

has a positive or negative attitude; Thus,

P_(A+)_

P(A-)

are the subjective odds in favor of a positive attitude rather than a nega-

tive attitude (the priors),

P(A+IB)
P(A-IB)

are these same odds made after the essay (posteriors), and

P(BIA+)
P(BIA-)

reveals the degree to which the behavior indicates the actor has a positive

rather than negative attitude. This final term, which is called the

hood ratio (LR), summarizes the information value of the observed situation.

If, for example, the attributor decides that the actor was forced into

writing the essay and hence it tells nothing about the writer's true
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attitudes, then the probability of (BIA+) would be equal to the probabil-

ity of (BIA-). In other words, the actor would have made the essay irre-

spective of his or her attitude. If this were the case, log la would be

0.0, and (referring back to equation 3) attributions would be based solely

on the remaining term in the formula: the prior probability estimates:'

If; however; the attributor believes that the probability a person would

write the essay is greater if the writer has a positive rather than nega-

tive attitude, then the likelihood ratio will be greater than zero and

when combined with prior probability estimates will increase the posterior

probability of positive attitudes and decrease the posterior probability

of negative attitudes. The reverse should obtain if the attributor be-

lieves the probability a person would write the essay is greater if the

writer has a negative rather than a positive attitude.

The present study applied Bayes' Theorem to the overattribution of

attitudes to directly test the fundamental attribution error explanation

proposed by Jones. If attributors--rather than simply discounting current

behavior and relying on prior estimates of attitudes--are using behavioral

information generated in highly restrictive settings to change their prior

estimates of attitudes, then under low choice conditions posterior odds

should differ from prior probabilities, or

P(A+IB) P(A+)

P(A-IB) P(A-)

More specifically, if the actor writes a favorable essay, then Hypothesis

1 predicts

P(A+IB) P(A+)

P(A=IB) P(A-)

7
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Conversely; if the actor's speech or essay is unfavorable, then Hypothesis

2 is
P(A+IB) P(A+)

P (A= IB) P(A -)

Second, if observers are revising their subjective probabilities on the

basis of the behavior information, then they must believe the coerced be-

havior is attributionally informative. Therefore, under low choice con-

ditions the logged likelihood ratio should be significantly different from

0.0, or

P(BjA+) / 0.0

F(BIA-)

More specifically, if the actor's positive speech is seen as informative;

then Hypothesis 3 predicts

P(BIA+).

P(B1A-)

0.0

If, on the other hand; the actor's negative speech is seen-as informative,

then Hypothesis 4 predicts

P(BIA+)

P(BIA)
0;0

Failure to find these effects would lend greater support to an information

integration explanation of attitude attribution which argues "overattribu-

tion" does not result from an attributional "error" but from a rational

tendency to rely on category-based information when targat=ba8ad informa==

tion is unavailable.
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A total of 86 students--60 females and 26 maIes--were recruited

from several undergraduate psychology courses for a study that was des-

cribed as an investigation of how individuals formulate judgments of

others on the basis of very limited information. The experimental mater-

ials were administered by a male experimenter in sessions involving 10

to 15 respondents, all of whom received course credit for their partici-

pation.

Procedure

Each subject received a packet of materials which contained an informed

consent sheet, several questionnaires, and an essay allegedly written by

another student. The consent form explained that the materials in the

packet involved several different studies, and included a survey of student

attitudes on a range of issues, a correlational study of personality traits,

and a- study of how people form impros:Aons of others.

Subjects first responded to the attAtude survey; which was comprised

of a series of statements concerning five contemporary issues. For each of

the five topics; respondents were asked to indicate their degree of agree-

ment with the stated position by placing an 'X' on a line which had nine

segmented divisions between the end-points of "agree" and "disagree." Also,

subjects estimated what percentage of students at the university would

agree with the statement and what percentage would disagree with the state-

ment Embedded in the questionnaire was the statement "SeetbeltS are
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dangerous and should not be worn by drivers and passengers in automotive

vehicles." This item provided both a measure of the subject's personal

attitude as well as a measure of prior estimate of attitudes other stu-

dents would have toward seatbelts EP(A +) and P(A-)] .

The survey was followed by several personality scales which disguised

the link between the attitude survey and the last questionnaire in the

packet. This final set of materials, entitled the "Person Perception

Study," was prefaced by directions based on Jones and Harris (1967).

Supposedly, several students "here at the University" had provided the

researchers with a variety of personal materials which might reveal some-

thing about their areas of expertise or interest. Subjects were to study

the information provided--which could be a short autobiographical sketch,

a completed attitude survey, grade transcripts, a formal resume, or an

essay on a current topic--and then record their perceptions.

In actuality, all subjects read an essay supposedly written by a stu-

dent identified by the initials NLM. Before reading the essay subjects

were told the essay writer had been free to choose the position argued in

the essay (high choice) or that the position taken in the essay had been

assigned (low choice). For approximately half of the subjects, a pro-seat-

belts essay was included which argued that seatbelts are good and should

be required in automobiles. The remaining subjects read an anti-seatbelts

essay that took the etJsition seatbelts are dangerous. Both essays were of

equal length, and both used three arguments to support their position.

After reviewing the essay, subjects completed several questions con-

cerning NLM. Two of these items served as checks of the choice and

10
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aide=taken-in-essay manipulations. Two others measured attitude attribt=

tit:in and confidence in attributions. Lastly; four items measured posterior

inputs to the Bayesian equation; and included Subjective probability esti-

mates Of the likelihood (1) that NLM is in favor of seatbeIts EP(A+IB).,1;

(2) that NLM is Opposed to seatbelts [P(A-18)] , (3) that a person who

favored Seatbelt0 would write an essay like NLM'S P(BIA+)] and (4) that

a person who Opposed seatbeIts would write an essay like NLM's EP(BIA-)]

Results

Subjects' responses were examined in 2 (high vs; low choice) by 2 (pro-

seatbelt essay vs; anti-seatbelt essay) analyses of variance which used a

least=Squares procedure to adjust each effect for other effects of equal Or

lower order. Following previous analyses (e.g., Ajzen; 1971; Trope; 1974),

(1) the logarithm of the attitudinal and behavioral probability estimates

was used in all analyses to avoid extreme scores and promote ease of inter-

pretation; and (2) probability estimates equal to 0 were set to ;01 since

log20 is undefined. in addition; because initial analyses which included

sex of reap-Oh-dent as a classification variable yielded no differences be-

tween males and fethales; this factor was not retained in subsequent analyses.

Manipulatioa-Checka

The choice manipulation proved to be effective. All respondents were

asked to indicate how much choice NLM had "in selecting which side of the
__L

issue to argue for" using a 9-point scale which ranged from "no choice at

all" to "very much choice." Only a main effect of choice, E (1; 80) = 30.16,

.4.05 reached significance on thig item, indicating low choice respondents
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attributed less freedom to NLM than did respondents in the high choice

condition; the means were 3.3 and 6.6, respectively. In addition, all

but two subjects correctly indicated which type of essay NLM had written.

two female respondents who mistakenly identified NLM's anti-seatbelt

essay as an essay favoring seatbelts were deleted from subsequent analyses.

Subjective Probability Estimates

Prior probabilities. Before exposure to the essay, subjects recorded

their estimates of student seatbelt attitudes. OVerall, subjects indicated

-that 50.5% of the student population would be pro-seatbelts, while approxi-

mately 49.5% would be anti-seatbelts. Hence, the log of prior estimates

of positive versus negative attitude toward seatbelts rP(A+)/P(A-4 was

+0.17.

Posterior-probabilities. Basing computations on equation (3); the

ratio of the probability of a favorable attitude given the behavior

jP(A +IB)J to the probability of an unfavorable attitude given the behavior

[10(A-1B)] was calculated to represent posterior attitude estimates. Because

the data are based on logarithms; a posterior probability of 0.0 indicates

either attitude was considered equally likely, a negative probability in-

dicates an anti - seatbelt attitude was considered more likely than a pro-

seatbelt attitude, and a positive probability indicates a pro-seatbelt was

considered more likely than an anti-seatbelt attitude.

Analysis of this quotient revealed a significant interaction of essay

direction and choice; F (1, 79) = 5.81; 2_ .4 .05. AS the means in Table 1 .

indicate, when NLM could choose which side to argue for, an anti-essay
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made a negative attitude seem much more likely than a positive attitude,

while a pro-essay made a positive attitude seem more likely than a nega-

tive attitude. However, even if the essays were written under low choice

conditions; students who wrote pro-essays were viewed as more in favor of
1

seatbelts than students who wrote anti-essays. This overattribution in the

low- choice /pro -essay condition confirmed Hypothesis 1 since the posterior

probability of a favorable attitude, +3.95, was significantly greater than

the prior estimate of a favorable attitude; +0.17. The one-tailed t (38)

was 3;82; It<.05; in addition; although the anti-essay written under low

choice conditions made an unfavorable opinion seem slightly more likely

than a favorable opinion; the change from a prior probability of +0.17 to

a posterior probability of -0.54 was not statistically significant; t (48) =

-0.84, p 0-7.20. Hence, Hypothesis 2 received only directional support.

Insert Table 1 about here

Information Diagnosticity

The interaction of choice and essay direction was also significant

for the log of the likelihood ratio EP(BIA+)/P(BIA-) ; F (1, 80) = 11.89,

It< .05. As the means presented in Table 1 indicate, under high choice

conditions, a pro-essay made a positive attitude toward seatbeIts seem

more likely while an anti-essay made a negative attitude seem more likely.

However, these same attributional tendencies were found under low choice

conditions, thus lending support to the fundamental attribution error ex-

planation of overattribution. Supporting Hypothesis 3, a pro-essay written

under high constraint was still taken as evidence of a positive attitude

13
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toward seatbelts; the likelihood ratio of 2.4 was significantly different

from zero (the correct comparison since 0.0 equals 1.0 when dealing with

logged data); t (38) = 2.71; pz..- .05. Hypothesis 4 was also confirmed

since Ati anti -essay written under high constraint was still taken as evi=

dence of a negative attitude toward seatbelts; the likelihood ratio of -3.5

was also significantly different from zero; t (48) =-3.40; .05.

Ancillary Findings

Attitude attribution. Subjects not only reported attitude attribution

thrOugh probability estimates; but also by responding to a more traditional

9=pOiht Likert-type item which queried "In your estimation, what do you feel

NLM'S true attitude about seatbelts is?" The choice X essay direction in-

ter-add-On was Significant, F (1, 80) = 14.85; 1Lr..05, and furnished additional

evidence Of Overattribution. As the means in Table 1 show; attributed atti-

tude matched essay diredtion under high choice conditions; just as corres-

pondent inference theOry would predict (e.g., Jones; 1979); Attitude attri-

bution still occurred, hoWeVer, under the low choice conditions; particularly

when the essay favored seatbelts. Hence; the pattern of the means closely

iaiches the same pattern found for subjective estimates of posterior proba-

bility; Indeed; the correlation between LkA+IB)/P(A-IB5) and responses to

this item was -0.80 (n = 83), it.< .05.

Bayesian predictions. Based on prior probabilities and likelihood

ratios; the amount of attitude attribution predicted by Bayes' Theorem was

calculated using equation (3). Once more, the interaction of choice and

essay direction proved significant; F (1, 78) = 5.67, P x.05. The means

14
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are presented in the final row of Table 1, and they show that the Theorem

predicted a negative attitude was more likely than a positive attitude

when an anti-seatbelt essay had been written under either high or low

choice conditions (Es 4. .05). Convertely, Bayes' Theorem predicted a

positive attitude was more likely than a negative attitude when the essay

argued in favor Of Seatbelt6 and had been written under high choice con-

ditions Qa Latly, although the effect was somewhat reduced if

NLM wrote the pro -essay under no choice conditions; a positive attitude

was still predicted by the Theorem since the prediction ratio of 1.86 is

Significantly different from 0.0 (it.< ;05); As would be expected based on

the similar patterns obtained on all the attribution measures, the Bayesian

prediction of attitude correlated significantly (Es .4.05) with posterior

probability estimates (r =1:48i n = 81) and the more traditional Likert=type

measure of attribution (r = +.50i n = 82).

Confidence and own attitudes. Subjects reported their confidence in

making judgments about NLM's attitude and in their estimate of posterior

probabilities on a 9-point scale ranging from "not confident" to "very

confident." No between condition differences were found on this item, as

most subjects expressed a relatively high degree of confidence; the mean

was 6.8. Also, while the pre-measure of subjects' personal attitudes to-

ward seatbelts indicated most favored them (M = 7.4), attitude did not

correlate with any of the other dependent measures.

Discussion

These results indicate that attitude attributions identified by

previous research as overattributions do apparently stem from an

1.5
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information integration bias in the inferential process. By measuring

the probability the actor possesses a particular attitude both before

and after exposure to the behavioral information, the impact of the new in=

formation on attributions was considerably clarified. Alt4ough attributors

did not consider a positive attitude to be more likely than a negative at-

titude before reading the essay, after exposure to the essay atttibUtion6

shifted in the direction of the position taken in the essay. Although

this shift is quite reasonable when the writer's choice of essay direction

was not constrained, the shift becomes overattribution when the essay was

written under high constraint. Supporting the overattribution hypothesis,

when a pro-essay was written under low choice conditions, the posterior

odds in favor of a positive attitude were significantly greater than the

prior odds in favor of the positive attitude. In addition, when an anti -

essay was written under low choice conditions, the posterior odds in favor

of a negative attitude became somewhat smaller than prior odds favoring a

negative attitude, although the shift was not significant.

Examination of the likelihood ratio from the Bayesian analysis, which

is an indicator of the assumed diagnosticity of the information, also in-

dicated that the overattribution in the low choice conditions was produced

by observers' assumptions that the behavioral information did say something

about the actor's attitudes. As a fundamental attribution error interpre-

tation of overattribution would predict, observers assumed that (1) a person

would be more likely to write a pro-essay if they had a positive attitude

rather than a negative one, and (2) a person would be more likely to write

16
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an anti-essay if they had a negative attitude rather than a positive one --

even when the link between attitude and essay was broken by situational

constraints.

In terms of both posterior probability estimates and likelihood ratio,

the anti-essay written under low choice conditions was viewed as somewhat

less informative than the pro-essay. In other words; overattribution was

less pronounced in the anti - essay /low choice condition; One possible ex-

planation for this difference between essays focuses on the different

expectations concerning the likelihood of each position. As Jones (1979)

has recently pointed out, overattribution seems to occur more frequently

when the position being advocated is expected rather than unexpected. In

the current experiment, it was the case that a pro-seatbelt attitude was

viewed as more likely than an anti-seatbelt attitude, but the difference

in expectations - -at least as assessed by prior probabilities--was quite

small. However, the expectations explanation may still explain the observed

pattern of results if respondents, despite their indication of equal like-

lihoods, still "expected" a positive attitude. Most of the subjects in the

current investigation favored seatbelts, and "false consensus bias" may

have led them to expect the essay writer , would also be pro-seatbelts

(Ross, 1977). Hence, subjective probability did not translate directly

into subjective-expectations.

Although the application of Bayesian principles to the attitude-

attribution paradigm yielded strong support for the fundamental attribu-

tion error explanation of the overattribution effect, the current in-

vestigation agrees with Ajzen et al. (1979) that it may be more accurate
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to a3cribe overattribution to a "cognitive strategy" rather than an

"atttibutional error." Subjects in this study formulated their attribu-

tials in a relatively logical manner by combining information extracted

from the observed situation with prior information about the distribution

of attitudes among university students. Indeed, their attributions were

fairly well predicted by a Bayesian equation which made use of subjects'

prior estimates of attitude and likelihood of behavior ratios. Thus, while

subjects did "overattribute" attitude, their attributions were the outgrowth

of a logical cognitive strategy rather than a gross error in judgment. The

mistake did not occur as subjects were formulating impressions of the actor's

attitudes, but rather when:they were appraising the strength of the constrain-

ing factors present in the situation. This result serves as a reminder that

the fundamental attributional bias documented by Ross (1977) is dualistic

in nature; it results not only from the perceptually prominent link between

the actor and the act, but also from the weakness of the link between the

situation and the act; Thus overattribution does not occur only because be-

havior engulfs the perceptual field, but also because situational factors

are often lost in that field.
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Table 1

Posterior Odds; Likelihood Ratio;

Observer Attributions, and Bayesian Predictions

Item

Anti-essay Pro-essay

Low Choide
(n = 20)

High ChOide
(n = 19)

Lot./ Choide

(n = 25)
High Choice
(n = 20)

Posterior Odds for Positive
Attitude -0.54

b
-4.67a 3.95

c
3.88

c

Likelihood Ratio for Positive
Attitude -3. -8. 50a 2.40

c
4.48

c

Observers' Attribution of
Attitude 3.44b 1.15_

a
5.85

c
6.53c

Bayesian Prediction of Attitude -4.03a -7.68a 1.86b 5.51b

Note. Cell ns are presented in parentheses. The more positive the

mean; the greater the attribution of a favorable attitude, except for the

likelihood ratio where an increase in absolute value implies an increase

in informational value. Means without a single common subscript differ at
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